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munity of style. What has happened is a trans-
ference of patronage from the picture painter , to
whom formerly it was given almost exclusively, to
the decorator and designer , whose right to a place
in the front rank of his profession is gaining daily
a wider and more sincere recognition . This is to
some extent a reversion to the creed of the Middle
Ages when there was not the hard and fast line
that has been drawn in modern times between
workers in various branches of art . The mediaeval
artist took a very comprehensive view of his
responsibilities , and spared no pains to equip
himself so completely that he would be equal
to whatever demands might be made upon him.
He was by turns painter , architect , metal -worker,
and sculptor , a craftsman full of adaptability , a
practitioner learned in all the details - of artistic
production . But through all his practice ran the
one dominating idea , that his mission was to
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Although the col -

lecting of pictures has
ceased , of late years, to
be a general fashion , it
certainly cannot be said
that people with artistic
tastes have lost their
desire for surroundings
that are attractive and
aesthetically satisfying.
The lessened demand
for pictorial productions
does not mean that art
in the broad sense has
become uninteresting to
the majority of thinking
men , but simply that a
conviction has grown up
that other , and perhaps
better , ways of adorning
modern houses can be
found than the old
device of covering the
walls with a heteroge -
neous collection of can-
vases of different dates
and without any com- WRITING -TABLE AND STOOL DESIGNED BY FRANK BRANGWYN
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decorate , to make something that would fulfil
a specific purpose of adornment and permanently
beautify some chosen place .

It is this idea that is being revived to -day.
A steadily increasing section of the public is
asking for something like consistency in the
applications of art to modern life ; and the wish
to make practical aestheticism logical and com-
plete is becoming a powerful factor in deciding the
direction in which artists can hope to achieve
success . The specialist , the man who narrows
himself down to fit a certain groove and refuses to
see what lies beyond it, is losing his following
because he does not realise that taste has changed
and that his work does not satisfy art lovers
whose ideas have progressed while his have been
Standing still. His place is being taken by the
more observant craftsmen who can read the signs
of the times , and are prepared to adapt themselves
to what is plainly required .

That the change isq^eally in the best interests of
art , though it may afifect seriously a considerable
dass of artists , is quite undeniable . Decoration is
the foundätion of all that is best in artistic pro-
duction , and its principles govern every detail of
sound aestheticism. The great pictorial master -
pieces which have set the Standard of picture
painting throughout many ages owe their authority

to the fact that they were created by men who
considered design as an absolute essential for the
building up of great compositions , and depended
on nature for the component parts of a pre-con-
ceived pattern rather than for suggestions as to the
subjects that should be chosen for illustration .
The modern painter has accustomed himself to
worship realism , and to condemn as conventional
everything which does not reproduce exactly the
facts that nature presents . He has bowed down
before the imitative accuracy and truth of the old
masters , but he has missed the value of the
decorative Convention which in their work brought
nature and art into harmony ; and he has lost in
consequence the guidance by which his effort can
most surely be saved from straying into vague
irresponsibility . Therefore , a change in the public
taste , and the growth of a demand which will
oblige the workers to study more closely the laws
of decoration , cannot fail to improve the character
of their art , and to give it eventually a higher
value and significance.

At present the number of men who have
set themselves to satisfy the new condition is
distinctly limited . In the great array of working
artists some are too wedded to their habitual
methods , or too well satisfied with the suc-
cesses they have made in the past , to care to
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launch out in fresh direc-
tions ; others are too blind
to what is going on about
them to see that they
cannot hope to raise a fresh
crop on ground that their
predecessors have already
exhausted . Only here and
there is there to be noted
evidence of more correct
appreciation , signs that the
Position of afifairs is read
aright , and that its neces-
sities are properly and
practically understood ; but
though these evidences are
scattered they are plain
enough to put beyond
question the change in Pro¬
fessional practice that is
inevitably coming.

No one , perhaps , deserves
greater credit than Mr . F .
Brangwyn for keen and
prompt appreciation of the
duty that lies upon the
artists of to -day . He is an
instinctive decorator , with
a true knowledge of all the
refinements of design , the
subtleties of colour arrange -
ment , and the elegances of
line , which must he closely
studied by the craftsman
who wishes to do work
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worthy of attention . His
originality and inventiveness
have been repeatedly shown
in a very wide ränge of
practice , and he has dealt
admirably with many forms
of technical expression .
Wisely he has not limited
himself in the exercise of
his capacities , but has been
as various as any of the
mediseval artists in his
choice of material , and
in his selection of fields
in which to work . As a
picture painter he has
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made a reputation that Stands as
high abroad as at home ; and as a
designer of stained glass, textiles,
and woven fabrics, metal work,
and other ornamental accessories ,
he has few rivals. One of the
most interesting of his develop-
ments has been as a decorator
of houses . Here he has been
able to combine his many -sided
knowledge of the applied arts
with all that is most original in
his pictorial feeling, and to unite
harmoniously exquisite freshness
of fancy with constructive in-
genuity of a delightful kind . As
a consequence he has gained
artistic effects that are in some
respects unique , because they
are the outcome of his peculiar
individuality , and reflect his own
personal beliefs about the part
that aesthetics should play in
modern life.

His most recent effort in do-
mestic decoration has just been
carried out for Mr . and Mrs . Davis,
at 13 Lansdowne Road , London ,
where, with other well-known
artists , he has helped to give to
an ordinary London house an
extremely attractive aspect . His
share in the work is the principal
bedroom , in which every detail
of the arrangement , every piece
of furniture , and every little
accessory by which the decora -
tive scheme is perfected , can be claimed as an
expression of his artistic creed . The room illus¬

trates in every part the feeling that dominates the
whole of his practice in painting and design ; and
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in its subdued , yet varied , harmony of colour, its
severe dignity of line, and its atmosphere of absolute
fitness for its specified purpose , it bears the stamp
of an artist who does nothing without exact calcu-
lation , and leaves no detail to chance .

There is an especial charm in the manner in
which the colour is managed . To gain repose with¬
out dulness and delicacy, without monotony , is the
first essential in the decoration of a bedroom , so
Mr. Brangwyn chose a scheme of quiet tints thal

would combine into a restful effect
of warm greys. Into the frieze of
figures and landscape , and into the
panels on the upright strips of
woodwork which divide the walls
into compartments , he has intro-
duced tones of warm blue and
flesh colour, and the cornice of the
ceiling is in a deeper tone of the
same blue . The doors, skirting ,
over-mantel , and all the articles of
fumiture are made of unpolished
cherrywood , the warm tint of which
contrasts effectively, and yet not
strongly, with the brown paper that
is the covering of the walls ; and
the floor is oak parquet not too
highly polished . A slightly more
definite note of colour, a rosier
pink than the flesh colour in the
frieze, accentuates the panel that ,
above the head of the bed , hides
a telephone by which the occu-

pant of the room can communi -
cate with the other parts of the
house . The door-handles , the
switch-board for the electric light,
and the little ring handles which
are on the small cupboard doors
of the over-mantel , are in oxidised
silver, quaintly modelled and full
of detail . The lines of the fumiture ,
like those of the room itself, are
dignified and without any restless-
ness, severe perhaps in their simpli-

city, but neither heavy nor trivial.
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They have in form the same character that there
is in the colour—a subtlety that prevents the
minute care that has been exercised in perfecting
them from becoming too obvious . Indeed , careful,
-studied , and exact , as the whole work is , it has a
■curiously happy air of spontaneity , and makes no
■display of labour or eccentric ingenuity . It is a
•decoration without a flaw , and it shows most
hopefully what vitality there is now in the
school of design that is making its influence feit

•amongst us.

SPANISH PAINTER .— ALIJAN -

DRO DE RIQUER . BY FER¬
NANDO DE ARTEAGA Y

PEREIRA .

Alijandro de Riquer e Inglada , son
•of the Marquis de Bonavent and his wife Elisea
Inglada , was born at Calaf (Catalonia ), 1856.
■“ Up to my twelfth year,” he writes to a friend ,

“ I
had not left the mountains , and when I got to
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town [Barcelona ] the first deep impression I had

(deeper even than one feels in a tempest ) was to
find myself face to face with the sea . The sea
without bounds , the horizon that had no ending ,
into which a few white spots , like seagulls’ wings,
were vanishing —fishing smacks , of which I dreamt
all night , for I could not believe that they would
ever come back . I had never seen a greater water
than the mountain burn and the mill-dam hard

by my father ’s house , and this great endless liquid
plain astonished me by its beauty , while it terrified
me by its majesty .

” The boy began , of course , by
filling every blank space in the margins of his
books with scribbled drawings : whenever he had a
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